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Panels and workshops are proposed as part of ongoing work on the live tree in 
public and other site-based art works, and related studies, spanning media such as 
drawings, photography and video as inherently multi-media works, is proposed as a 
topic for case studies, analysis, and theorizing in terms of the following narratives 
and schools of practices:  public (and private) space and pressures for 
environmental justice; collaborative and performative production practices; 
indigenous, colonial, globalisation, decolonial and migration theory; diversifying 
notions of gender and sexuality extending to new views of 'nature' beyond those 
articulated by ecofeminism, queer theory and queer ecologies;  divergent 
experiences of traditional knowledge and science as part of empirical investigations 
extending to artist practices; and multiple experiences of environmental crises. 
These theoretical, activist, and institutional prisms are proposed for two reasons. 
Nearly every contemporary outdoor and public work has a relationship with at least 
one of these conversations. And all of these conversations, as they relate to living 
plants as art objectsi and cultural currency, are contentious and unresolved 
suggesting that the tree, as an awkward moniker of an aesthetic of collaborative 
survival, may well become a recurring symbol in twenty-first century visual 
culture. Secondly, all of this interest in trees, as or part of complex works of site-
specific art, is occurring during the most rapid and massive loss of trees and forests 
in human history. The inclusion of or focus on living trees in contemporary art 
involves diverse experiences including anxiety, nostalgia, paralysis, and hope – 
while not escaping neoliberalism and new forms of cultural 'greenwashing'. Further 
theorizing is warranted. 
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introduction 
In nearly all of human history, visual art objects have been inert and relatively permanent. 
In the twentieth century, visual art shifted from a focus on easily monetized objects to 
include assemblages and site-specific installationsii, including and sometimes centred on 
living things most notably trees. In the same period, the movements that coalesced as 
"relational aesthetics" has recast collaborative, cultural production practices as art works 
in them selves. In these organic projects and living sites movements, vegetable gardens 
have been ephemeral and 'use' of living animals and insects has been largely ill-fated. But 
trees have had a better run of nearly a half-century with aesthetics and social practicesiii 
far different than the short-lived landartiv movement that more often effectively killed 
rather than fostered local ecosystems.  
 
Trees in site-based, public art warrant investigation both as linked to a wide set of 
cultural movements and as a signifier of a range of transformations of contemporary 
visual art refocusing on site, collaborative and relational aesthetics, and re-centred 
narratives on challenging social inequities. And works with trees often touch on the 
following global conversations both inside and outside the art world: 
 

1. indigenous, colonial, and decolonial theory and aesthetics increasingly in the 
context of globalizations and migrations; 

 
2. public space (and private and privatising space) and pressures for environmental 

justice; 
 

3. collaborative and performative production practices; 
 

4. diversifying notions of gender and sexuality extending to new views of 'nature' 
extending beyond ecofeminism, queer theory and queer ecologies;   

 
5. divergent experiences of traditional knowledge, science and empirical 

investigation; and 
 

6. multiple experiences of environmental crises and responses through ideals of 
community sustainability. 

 
The inclusion of living trees in site-based area has come at a time of rapid change where 
cultural products have diversified and valuation systems have often been further 
integrated with capital flow. Living trees defy one system of monetisation, focused on the 
purchase of art objects, while is rooted in a massive cultural economy of public art and 
space: design, installation, maintenance, and use.  
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Trees in site-based works also provide opportunities to explore a number of shifts and 
trends in cultural production, and political economies, in the twenty-first century.  
a. from static works to interventions - Installation and maintenance of living trees 

involves a complex set of practices and collaborative relationships that extend from 
the artist(s) to the community often mediated by governments and economies. At 
times, living trees in contemporary work blurs the lines between permanent work and 
intervention. And when a tree dies from neglect, vandalism, or environmental 
degradation, this 'event' becomes part of the continuity of the cultural work. 

 
b. expanded notions of multimedia and archives - The living tree in site-based works 

typically involves a series of studies and proposals that in turn form a body of 
multimedia work that begins to appear more like an archive. So at the core of the 
proposed work is how notions of 'multiple-media works' and 'archives' shift have 
evolved and how the lines have blurred with the use of living material. The tree 
become a kind of indefinite monitoring device for respective public space where the 
archive is indefinite as a kind of field station or ongoing research site. 

 
c. expanded uses of (bio)technologies as culture - Environmental art practices, 

including use of live material, borrows from a range of technologies and technical 
cultures such as landscape architecture, urban design, and environmental sciences, 
making a new, and broader, form of (bio)bricolage in visual culture. The parameters 
and limits of this pot-pourri as 'art' and cultural production have been under-
theorized. In particular, this environmental turn in material culture, since landart, has 
generated new visual semiotics that warrant further exploration. 

 
d. tree significations and semiotics - Symbols as universal, and often as ambiguous, as 

live trees have conveniently plastic meanings and in the twenty-first century 
typically have one or more relationships to the six broader cultural dynamics and 
themes, that are sometimes contradictions, outlined earlierv. Today, these discussions 
and debates are drivers within much of contemporary visual culture outside of the 
commercial art market. But a large portion of public art in the late twentieth century 
has been used as an extension of urban planning and design.  

 
e. trees and ecological practices remain largely marginal in public art theory - 

Both criticism and pedagogy for site-based, 'environmental', and ecological practices 
and respective works remain poorly developed. 

 
f. parallel public art (bio)worlds - Today there are parallel milieux, schools, and 

academies of production of site-based environmental and public works between often 
technically poor and scientifically 'sketchy' works rooted in contemporary visual arts 
cannons, on one hand, and projects more comprehensively designed and executed 
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but that are typically bland and kitsch and more closely regulated through 
municipalities, land markets, and professional institutions of landscape architecture, 
architecture, and urban design.  

 
g. criticism for site-based visual works as organic projects – The criticism around 

contemporary works with living material has been lax and poorly developed. Aside 
from a small number of works, notably by Sonnfist and Beuys, trees are planted, 
descriptive articles are published that rarely involve critiques, and the works are 
integrated into blander urban design economies – until officials lose interest in 
maintenance and the trees tree and the associated works forgotten. With all of the 
uses of trees, critical (and better documentation) frameworks are warranted. 

 
h. curating organic projects - Site-specific works with living trees often defy 

conventional curating (and ongoing evaluation and use) warranting use of a wider 
array of exhibition, archival, and interactive techniques – inline with some more 
general trends in contemporary art. 

 
This proposal is organized by the following problem statement and then description of 
central questions to organize five years of investigations. Research methods and 
frameworks for theorizing are outlined.  
 
 
problem statement 
Over the last century, trees have gone from being subjects for representation in visual 
art, while providing wood and paper for fabrication, to increasingly being living parts of 
contemporary works. In other words, aspects of agriculture and arboriculture cultivation 
are becoming practices in contemporary visual culture. Examination of this 
'environmental turn' or 'organic project' allows us to anticipate a range of practices 
seeping into art production, curating, and criticism. But questions remain about the 
importance of these expanded notions of production, collaboration, and critical 
examination that have been only partially prefigured by landart and relational aestheticsvi.    
 
Is the half-century of trees in site-specific, multimedia works simply a fad and a gimmick 
or some new development in contemporary culture and visual language spanning both 
Western and a range of eastern and indigenous aesthetic cannons? Are trees in site-based 
art more of a form of landscape architecture or urban design than contemporary visual 
works? What is the relevance of such architectural fields, that sometimes position 
themselves as contemporary art but rarely attain the necessary credibility or creative 
innovation? Do trees in public art signal an integration of a range of principles and 
technologies, originating in agriculture, horticulture, and arboriculture, as practices for 
contemporary visual art? Are a small number of symbolic trees in public art works just a 
poor substitute, a mild or ritualised response, to destruction of entire ecosystems? How 
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do the activities around, and respective information generated by, the installation of a 
site-based work, with a living tree, transform notions of public space, environmental 
monitoring, and the artistic archive? 
 
 
questions & investigations 
When are the uses of living trees in contemporary, site-based art entirely rhetorical and 
when do they touch on aesthetic discourses involving new (and recovered) material 
practices in art production? When do living trees in site-based art function as part of 
larger, multimedia works and how do these living elements function within aesthetic 
canons such as representation, documentary, and abstraction? When is use of living 
material used to realign and challenge aspects of public (and private) space and 
respective political economies? When do living trees in site-based projects and 
interventions touch on explorations of indigeneity, colonialism, postcolonality, and more 
contemporary migrations? How do notions of individual and collaborative production 
shift when other living beings, even ones that are only vegetative, are involved? 
  
To organize these many questions, a range of works will be explored through six of the 
early twenty-first century conversations, social and cultural movements, and schools.  
 
1. How are living trees in site-based works used to both highlight and obscure the 

histories of places, communities and respective social inequities? What is the 
relevance of indigenous, colonial, and decolonial theory and aesthetics 
(increasingly in the context of globalisation and migrations)? 

 
2. In relation to discourses on public space and pressures for environmental justice, 

how are trees used to expand, and sometimes to constrain and privatise, 
enjoyment by local human populations? 

 
3. Within the expanding milieux of collaborative and performative production 

practices, how are the planting and protection of trees organized in relationship to 
local political economies and social movements? 

 
4. In the huge field of diversifying notions of gender and sexuality, we are seeing 

new views of 'nature' extending well beyond those articulated by ecofeminism, 
queer theoryvii and queer ecologiesviii. How do the complex manifestations of 
gender, often seen with trees, further expand our understandings of biology more 
generally? And what divisions of labour in these collaboration still persist? 

 
5. Today, use of trees in art production spans divergent experiences of traditional 

knowledge, science and other forms of knowledge. How do living trees highlight 
the unevenness of bodies of knowledge and how they are transmitted?   
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6. Today, there are multiple experiences of environmental crises and divergent 

responses through ideals of community sustainability. When are trees in site-
based works used as talismanic symbols and other times prescriptive, exploratory 
and even adversarial strategies – relation to perceptions of such crises? 

 
An underlying theme in these examinations of trees in these site-based works is that the 
meanings of the use of these organisms in art are often so complex and ambiguous that 
the trope of tree-in-art-as-trees-disappear-in-the-world allows for inclusion of multiple 
themes and statements.   
 
 
research methods 
Field investigations will first examine a score of pioneering works with living trees: 
 

1977 Alan Sonfist in Manhattan and subsequent projectsix; 
 
1982 Joseph Beuys in documenta 7, Kasselx; 
 
2008 Ron Benner's expository gardens with indigenous perennialsxi; 
 
2010 Los Angeles' Fallen Fruit collectivexii; 
 
2011 Jimmie Durham's apple trees at Kassel with one recently vandalisedxiii; 
 
2012 Duane Linklater conceptual sites with native trees in the Hudson Valley xiv; and 
 
2012 The San Francisco Bay Area's Guerrilla graftersxv. 

 
Another ten works that are in-progress, in different locales around the globe, would be 
investigated particularly for the art practices and production processes. One of these case 
studies would be a self-reflexive study of KEXMIN field station's work with re-
establishing orchards of Salish fruit trees (often closely related to Eurasian cultivars)xvi.  
 
In describing and evaluating these works, a wide range of information sources would be 
explored including the following: 
 

a. physical description of site-based art work over time; 
 

b. description of installation, interventions, performances, and ongoing use 
(including participant observation and semi-structured interviews); 
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c. context over time (the neighbourhood and political economy); 
 

d. management, maintenance, modification, vandalism;  
 

e. interviews with knowledgeable critics; and 
 

f. comprehensive review of the writings on, including the criticism, on the work. 
 
 
analytical frameworks & theorizing  
Analysis of this work will go back to the various questions outlined above focusing on a 
small number that emerge in the investigations. The following will be some of the bodies 
of theory used to guide analysis and conclusions: 
 

i. overviews of public art and other site-specific works (sites, media, public 
enjoyment, controversy theory); 

 
ii. overviews of landart and more recent environmental themes; 

 
iii. aesthetic responses to environmental crises (including climate changexvii); 

 
iv. Foucauldian discourse analysis focused on the evolution of aesthetics, practices, 

and institutions with some links to late post-structuralism such as Deleuze and 
Guattari's 1980 A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia; 

 
v. theory on transformations in visual art production including the French "La 

sociologie de l'art" theorists; 
 
vi. new materialismsxviii and some less visceral forms of 'deep ecology' theory;  

 
vii. Northwest Coast visual and performative cannons (with which I grew up) 

including historic and contemporary innovations; and 
 
viii. political economy and related class and governance theory especially related to 

public art and space (and related stakeholder analysis) in the context of 
globalisation and theories of appropriation, valorisation, and decolonisation. 
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